
 

 

Voting is our fundamental right. It gives us the freedom to choose our leaders in a democracy. We, at 

Amanora School, encourage our young student voters (grades VI to X) to  we exercise this right and 

choose their Student Representatives through fair and right means of e-polling. 

Each year our school has new leaders and this year, despite the lockdown due to COVID-19, we will 

continue our e-polling with the same fervour as we do every year. 

We will however, tweak our  election campaign and take it to a virtual mode of  e-campaign,  where the 

credibility of the Student Nominees will be exhibited on the school website for the voters to browse and 

read. Here's presenting the candidates for the School Cabinet/Council for the Academic Year 2020-2021. 



Sr.No Name of the Student Grade / Section Postion Applied for

1 Swanandi Pawar X B School Captain

2 Dharshvaradh S M X B School Captain

3 Arshia Sharma X D School Captain

4 Dviti Bhandarkar X B School Captain

5 Ayush Singh X D School Captain

6 Lavanya Joshi X D School Captain

7 Paarth Jain X C School Captain

8 Nishtha Jha IX D School Vice Captain

9 Aditya Sai Vemparala IX B School Vice Captain

10 Sanskriti Mishra IX C School Vice Captain

11 Doyel Rahangdale IX E School Vice Captain

12 Shreenija Dandavate IX E School Vice Captain

13 Priyadarshani Mohan Naik IX A School Vice Captain

14 Aryan Bipin Tupe IX A School Vice Captain

15 Advait Sakhare IX D School Vice Captain

16 Aashi Sharma IX F School Vice Captain

17 Saharsh Saraf X E Sport Captain Boy

18 Ved Badwaik X A Sport Captain Boy

19 Dhriti Mohata X D Sport Captain Girl

20 Plaaksha Kanchan X E Sports Captain Girls

21 Vishwajeet Borawake X A Discipline Prefect Boy

22 Taran Manoj Aidasani IX D Asst. Environmental Prefect

23 Ananya Chopra X C Literary Secretary

24 Nirvaan Naveen X C Cultural Secretary

25 Shravani Gitte X A Cultural Secretary

26 Avnish Gawande IX C Asst. Cultural Secretary

27 Atharva Kamble IX E Asst. Cultural Secretary

28 Vaishnavi Jadhav IX A Asst. Cultural Secretary

29 Sanjana Singhal IX C Asst. Cultural Secretary

30 Ayan Ngariya IX E Asst. Cultural Secretary

Nominees for School Election
2020-21



Sr.No Name of the Student Grade / Section Postion Applied for

Nominees for School Election
2020-21

31 Namaswi Chinta X D Ruby House Captain

32 Dnyanada Dhawade IX C Ruby House Vice Captain

33 Rajas Danekar IX A Ruby House Vice Captain

34 Shivam Thange IX E Ruby House Vice Captain

35 Rohan Naik IX D Ruby House Asst Discipline Prefect

36 Radhika Sinha X B Emerald  House Captain

37 S.Saiprasath IX B Emerald House Vice Captain

38 Vaishnavi parab IX A Emerald House Vice Captain

39 Shravan Kumar IX D Emerald House Vice Captain

40 Ananya Kulkarni IX E Emerald House Vice Captain

41 Arush Priyank Bhat IX F Emerald House Asst Discipline Prefect

42 Aaditya Johal IX D Emerald House Asst Discipline Prefect

43 Sehar Madani X C Sapphire House Captain

44 Hanfa Imran X C Sapphire House Captain

45 Gayatri Mote IX E Sapphire House Vice Captain

46 Shrinivas Shinde IX E Sapphire House Vice Captain

47 Diksha Gedula IX D Sapphire House Vice Captain

48 Pranav shevate IX A Sapphire House Vice Captain

49 Priyanka Sahoo IX D Sapphire House Vice Captain

50 Akshat Soni IX F Sapphire House Vice Captain

51 Pranshu Sabat IX F Sapphire House Vice Captain

52 Aatya Bradoo X C Topaz House Captain

53 Raashi Agarwal IX E Topaz House Vice Captain

54 Tanuj Nigam IX D Topaz House Vice Captain

55 Aritra Chakrabarti IX E Topaz House Vice Captain

56 Aditi Suhas Bandal IX C Topaz House Asst Discipline Prefect

57 Siddhesh Gaikwad IX F Topaz House Vice Captain

58 Tanishka Gandhi IX B Safeguarding Vice Captain

59 Yog Chopada IX B Health and Safety Vice Captain

60 Agam Kothari IX D Safeguarding Vice Captain



Sr.No Name of the Student Grade / Section Postion Applied for

Nominees for School Election
2020-21

61 Tanishqa Shektar IX A Health and Safety Vice Captain

62 Samartha jarad IX E Health and Safety Vice Captain

63 Priyank Garg IX B Health and Safety Vice Captain

64 Shambhavi Singh IX F Health and Safety Vice Captain



Name: Swanandi Pawar 

Class: 10 B 

Post Applied For : School Captain 

 

Description:  

 

''Life doesn't want us to be the best but to try our best ." 

 

When we talk about great people we talk about people who inspire us. I have grown in an 

environment filled with great inspiration and that is why I look up to create inspiration for others. 

Spending almost 10 years of my life at Amanora, all of my teachers have taught me to be a better 

person than who I was. If I talk about  the  things I like to  do then  the  prominent  ones would 

be writing, painting, debating and singing. I am a risk taking person even when I know there is less 

than 1% chance to succeed. I also consider myself to be punctual when it comes to submissions. 

  

Lately, I have participated in many competitions, learned a lot from them and also received a 

bunch  of awards but  my most favourite ones are the Guinness Book Record for longest 

human chain underwater and making blind assistance spectacles. I would consider myself to be 

quite intelligent but I value my creativity more. I also like to take responsibility whenever it comes 

to me, making me a reliable person. I am a lawful person who abides the rules of any institution and 

also encourages others to abide by them. I am an honest person who never hides their feelings 

making me truthful as well. Last but not the least, I am a happy person. I try to cherish the day of 

everyone whom I meet every day and always accept challenges with a smile. 

 

 



 

Name: Dharshvaradh S M 

Class: 10 B 

Position Applied For: School Captain 

  Description 
 
Greetings! 
 
To start about me, I am a complete bookworm, an opposer of abuse, a serial MUNner, and a 
passionate library volunteer. But I am a lot beyond that; don’t limit your sight. I am, as I 
believe, a righteous leader, who will use his power in the noblest way possible.  
I am worthy of the post as I will work as hard as possible with all the grit I have and push my 
limits, to preserve the integrity, respect and the value of the post. I believe in supporting all 
subjects for the school’s welfare and not just supporting one single cause. I never make fake 
promises and I never will. But if I do give my word regarding anything at all, I will not rest till 
I complete my obligations towards it.  
I will work towards implementing discipline and making my fellow students abide by rules, 
just as I do, as a disciplined bonafide of Amanora School. When I work in a team, no matter 
what role I play, I function, keeping in mind the fairness to be upheld in a team. I may be a 
leader, I may be a member. Whatever I am, I will be just as humble as I ever was; I shall bear 
in my hands the torch of team spirit and never let it end, like an eternal flame. 

 
Hence, I conclude by letting you know that I am not standing for the post of School Captain, 
just for the pompous title and the shiny badges you get and what not; I stand for the post 
and serve everyone, and as a fellow human who may be able to solve your problem. 



 

 
Name: Arshia Sharma 

 
Class: X-D 

 
Post applied for: School Captain 

 
 
Description: 

 
I am a self-driven person with a positive attitude towards life. I am dedicated towards my 
work and take my responsibilities very seriously. The most important value I have is my 
integrity. I show trust in all my actions to establish credibility. I am very respectful to all. 
Throughout my school years, I have always respected my teachers, students, other staff & 
school rules. I believe that sports and other extra-curricular activities are also important in 
student’s life, in addition to the studies. I’ve learnt Archery in the school and represented 
school in many archery competitions. I am passionate about drawing and painting. I 
contributed in many events in school with my artwork. I’ve participated in many arts related 
competitions and won first prize in Tirangaa last year. 

 
I’ve served the school as the vice-captain in last session and tried my best to become a bridge 
between the students and the teachers. I performed my duties sincerely and successfully 
completed all the assigned tasks. I am a focused and enthusiastic person who always looks 
forward to an opportunity, to serve the school. I am a good communicator and a patient 
listener, which helps me to connect with people easily. 

 
With all the strengths I have a small my weakness and that is I remain restless till my work is 
completed to my satisfaction, which sometimes takes a toll on my health. 

 
In nutshell, the qualities of self-drive, empathy, good decision-making, adaptability, 
dedication and reliability makes me a good leader. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Name: Dviti Bhandarkar 

 Class: 10 B 

Position Applied For: School Captain 
 
Description:  
 
 
Being a confident, honest and an optimistic person is the description I would give to myself. I 
am a young leader who is bold but at the same time humble, an easy - going person and 
trustworthy, a determined and a committed person who believes in good values. I am a 
person who doesn’t really hesitate in giving my opinion for what I think and believe in is 
right, but in a respectful and in the most convincing manner. 

 
I was welcomed to the Amanora family, six years back to grade four.  I am grateful to many 

teachers who granted me knowledge and instilled positive qualities in me, in building the 
personality that I’m today and also for laying the foundation for my future. I’m also blessed 
to have wonderful friends, juniors and seniors in this journey who painted my life with 
colours. 

 
My passion is dancing and I have been a part of many inter house and interschool dance 
competitions and also exhibited my talent in various stage performances within school 
and outside. I have completed my diploma in Bharatanatyam and I’m 
also looking forward to complete my final degree in it soon. I have also been learning 
Kathak and have completed few levels of examinations. 

 
I have always looked myself as an aspiring leader, capable of becoming the school captain 
and I believe that I can take up the responsibility and challenges. I have always been and 
will put all my efforts towards the achievement of the school goals. If at all I get a chance to 
become the school captain, I would like myself to be remembered as a disciplined, 
responsible and a noble school leader. 

 



 



 
 
 
 
Name: Lavanya Joshi 
 
Class: X-D 
 
Position Applied for- School Captain 
 
 
 
“A GENUINE LEADER IS NOT A SEARCHER FOR CONSENSUS BUT A MOLDER OF CONSENSUS.” –
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR. 
 
 
My name is Lavanya Joshi. I have been studying in Amanora School for the last 3 years and it has 
been a holistic journey for me- both academically and socially. Hence, I feel that it is my duty to 
give back to this prestigious institution by serving in the cabinet of the school as the School 
Captain. 
 
 
ABOUT ME 
I am an avid reader and like reading different genre books and poems. They enrich my mind and 
give new horizons to my thinking. I also like painting and sketching in my free time. Academics is 
my forte and last year I had won the 
‘Super Achiever’ PASE Award for the year 2018-19. I had also won the Jury’s 
Choice Award in the B.K. Birla Centre for Education Tech Convention for the Maths Treasure Hunt 
and in 2018 I had won the zonal medal for the National Science Olympiad. I have participated in 

MUNs for the last 2 years and had won Special Mention in the Bishops MUN 3rd  edition. I was 
also elected as the Emerald House Vice-Captain for the year 2019-20. Apart from my studies, I 
deeply love music and have been learning violin for the last 3 years. 
 
 
HOW I CAN CONTRIBUTE: 
I am a well- balanced, adaptable, committed and reliable person. I am also an expressive orator 
and patient listener. I feel excited for new roles and responsibilities and find opportunities in 
challenges. Through this post I want to be a bridge between the students and the school 
authorities so that the students can be more aware, responsible and contribute in the scholastic 
and co-scholastic activities of the school. 



 
 
 

Name: Paarth Jain 
 
Class: X-C 
 
Applied Post: School Captain 
 

Description:  
 
My name is Paarth Jain.  I study in class X-C. This is my seventh year in this School. Out of 
the subjects taught in school, I am inclined towards maths and science. I am also 
interested in innovation and IT. My recent creations in those subjects include an 
automated sanitizer dispenser 
with an inbuilt alarm and a free mobile application for communication around the globe. 
Creativity is one of the most important parts of my character. I believe in keeping a positive 
attitude towards 
every problem and staying committed to my task. 

 
Table tennis and basketball are two sports which I play. Table tennis has taught me the 
importance of relying on myself and given me the ability to take quick decisions. 
Basketball, on the other hand has given me the ability to coordinate and work as a part of a 
team. Chess is another game which I play and has helped me in planning things 
strategically. 

 
Participating in platforms like MUN have helped in developing my leadership skills and 
taught me the power of oration. I believe that the essence of leadership is influence and 
inspiring people, not authority. 

 
‘Honesty is the best policy’ can be considered the motto of my life. I also believe that 
honesty is one of the most important values I possess. Staying honest to me, I believe is 
more important than any other thing in life. Most of the important values I learn come 
through the study of History. Studying the great leaders of the past helps me realise the 
importance of abiding to moral values and principles of life. 

 
Finally, I have caring parents who have always supported me and continue to inspire me. 



Name:  Nishtha Jha 
Class:   IX - B 
Post Applied for:  School Vice Captain 
 
 
 
 
 
Greetings, My name is Nishtha Jha, and I’m running for School Vice Captain. Being in 9th 
grade, I have immense interest in debates and MUNs which has made me a well known 
member of the Indian MUN circuit. I have also been a part of the school football team, and 
have competed in competitions including zila parishad, orbis cup and school olympics. Not 
only these but I have been a part of several inter-school competitions including Tiranga. One 
of my most powerful strengths is my attention to detail, which is why I aspire to become a 
criminal lawyer. This trait has helped me tremendously in my daily life. Besides school, I spend 
my free 
time with my rabbit. As I have been to many places across India, I have had the benefit of 
experiencing different cultures and diverse views from all over the country. 
As a school council member, I would use my power to empower others. For me being the 
school vice captain would be about making others better as a result of my presence and 
making sure that impact lasts even in my absence. I will not listen to their concerns with the 
intent to reply but with 
the intent to understand. Someone has rightly said, ‘ONE TEAM, ONE DREAM’’ and I think I 
will be a great addition to this team. 



Name: Aditya Sai Vemparala 
 
Class: IX-B 

 
Post applied for: School Vice-Captain 

 
 

 
About me: 

 
My name is Aditya Sai Vemparala. I study in class IX-B. I believe that any hard work, if 
accompanied with interest and excitement, gives a complete result to us. I am a kind of 
person who is always empathetic with others; I can understand what other students want. I 
am a true Math lover, and love solving any Math problem I find.  
Though I am not an expert in any sport, I love playing all kinds of sports, especially cricket 
and basketball. Some of my favorite hobbies are reading novels (I am a huge Harry Potter 
fan), solving the Rubik’s cube, occasionally playing outdoor games, playing chess and reading 
interesting articles related to science and technology.  
Whenever there is a problem, crisis or disagreement among people, I always try to help with 
a calm mind. I am a person who listens to others patiently and attentively. I am a calm and 
friendly person, and make sure I stand up to my responsibilities, however big they are. I can 
guide others in the right direction, and ask nothing in return, as whatever we do always 
comes back to us in some way.  
I respect my elders, teachers and parents, as they are the ones who guide us all the way in 
our life. My aim in life is to make my country proud in whatever I do. At the end, I would say 
that I am proud to be a student of Amanora School, as I have learnt many life lessons here. 



 
 
Name: Sanskriti Mishra 
 
Grade: IX C 
 
Position applied for: School Vice Captain 
 
 
Just like every other human on the planet, I also have dreams and aspirations. My dream of 
becoming a civil officer, learning different forms of combat and making my parents feel proud; 
serve my country by fighting for it; serving my planet by balancing the environment and be a good 
citizen is not only my dream but my aim of life. 
 
I am pretty good at communication and I really think that ‘communication is the key’ to deal with 
even the most critical issues that exist. I stand for what I believe in. My morals are as tough as my 
passions are. I carry immense respect for almost every honest and logical opinion that holds its 
existence but I work on what I find correct ethically.  
My hobbies include music and that I am really very passionate about, because I believe it makes 
me a better person on different levels. I also like playing chess to boost up my neuron pathways 
along with dancing and physical fitness oriented sports like gymnasts and fist fighting/ self 
defense. 
 
It might take me a lot of time to achieve my goals. I might even alter some of them based on the 
circumstances, but one thing I am sure of is that I won’t be living a stagnant life and I will be 
learning something new with each passing day. 



 
 
I am Doyel Rahangdale from IX E. I have nominated myself for the post of School Vice-Captain. 
“Leadership is an opportunity to serve”. My ultimate goal is to make sure that I listen and 
execute all the concerns and problems faced by the students of the school as well as give equal 
opportunities to all in co-curricular activities. I am responsible, sincere, trust worthy and 
dedicated towards my work. I enjoy working for others and love seeing them achieve their goals. 
I have 2 main priorities: First, to create opportunities for everyone to display their skills and 
talent in different fields like: 

❖Dance 

❖Sports 

❖Music

❖Yoga 

❖GK 

❖Essay writing 

❖Elocutions 

❖Logical reasoning, etc. 
 
And second, is to create an atmosphere in which everyone is respected and there is 
no bullying. 
 
I will perform my responsibilities very well. I will listen to the voice of all and together we all 
will become successful. 



Name:  Shreenija Dandavate 
Class: IX E 
Position Applied For: School Vice-Captain 

Description:  
 
I am part of Amanora School for the past four years. Apart from my academic accomplishments, I have 
been an active participant at several debate competitions, public speaking forums, and Model UN 
conferences across the Pune-Mumbai circuit. I am also acquainted with adjudicating and organizing the 
same. I have a special place for dance and theatre as they stand close to my heart. In my free time, you 
may find me captivatingly reading the works of Paulo Coelho or Amish Tripathi. I consider myself an 
outgoing person who is always ready to meet new people. I strongly believe in accepting defeat with 
grace in the pursuit of learning something from it. 
 
I am so grateful for all these enriching experiences that enabled me to meet people with such diverse 
ideologies which have helped me broaden my horizon. They have and will continue to shape me as an 
ambitious, confident, diplomatic, and innovative individual, as I welcome challenges and try to come up 
with new ideas. 
 
I hope I have a chance to develop my interest and capability as the School Vice-Captain under the aegis of 
my dear school and I believe I can make invaluable contributions here. 
 



 
 
 
 
 
Name:- Priyadarshani Mohan Naik  
  
Grade:- IXA  
  
Post:- School Vice Captain  
  
Description:- My name is Priyadarshani Mohan Naik. l would really like to share a self portrait 
about myself. I like to be silent and disciplined most of the time, but sometimes I like to be 
naughty as well. I think I'm quite good at taking up responsibilities. I am very kind to people. I 
would like to make friends with kids as well as with senior citizens. My hobbies are dancing, 
singing, painting and reading. I love to play sports. I take care of my things. I really like to help 
people, I feel very cherished and happy when I give a helping hand to others. I respect my 
elders. I have great pride and respect towards our country. I think I perform good at my 
academics but I keep working hard not for scoring excellent marks but for the and happiness 
that my parents and teachers feel about me. If I become the School Vice Captain I will try my best 
not only to bring discipline but to show my dear friends the right path if they are mistaken. I 
will give my best to make my school and my parents proud.  



Name: Aryan Bipin Tupe 

Class: 9A 

Position Applied For:  School vice-captain 

 
Description 
 
My name is Aryan Tupe and I am a student of class 9A. I would firstly like to thank the school 
for deeming me a fit candidate for the prestigious post of ‘School Vice-Captain’. I consider 
myself a worthy nominee for the post, and am confident that my qualities are well suited for 
the job.  
The vice-captain carries a lot of responsibilities on his shoulders, and I am sure I will be able 
to fulfill them. I am a responsible person with the ability to oversee and manage tasks 
efficiently. I prioritize tasks with ease and always make sure they are carried out in a 
systematic and orderly fashion. 
 Another very important characteristic in a good vice-captain is the capability to work with a 
team. Since I am a good cricket player, I believe that teamwork is essential to complete any 
task effectively. My years on the pitch have helped tone my ability to work and collaborate 
with large groups of people. “There is no substitute to hard work” is another one of my 
favourite philosophies.  
I see myself as a person who can motivate himself and his peers to keep working hard and 
never give up. I am also a fair-minded person with the courage to stand up against wrong 
doings. But at the same time, I am easily approachable and am able to empathize with my 
friends and try to help them out whenever possible. It would be an honour to be the vice-
captain, and I would be delighted to hold such an esteemed post. 
 
 



Name: Advait Sakhare 

Class: IX-D 

Position Applied For School Vice Captain 

 
As the situation is challenging these days, the school needs an exceptionally good student council. Being 
a good sportsperson, I believe that I have good leadership qualities that are expected from a student 
holding the position of the School Vice-Captain. 
 
I have attended a few storytelling workshops, so I am good at public speaking. During the lockdown, 
along with learning Spanish online, I have started learning to play violin and piano, also created music 
using a computer. I have empathy towards everyone and tend to be patient nearly all the time. I speak 
with complete honesty. From my childhood, I have been taught to respect my teachers and elders. My 
friends and my parents believe that I would bring laurels to our school as the School Vice-Captain, just 
the way I did as an archer.  
My friends think I'm kind and trustworthy. I have learned various unique skills that will help me to 
identify and rectify the problems faced by other students. I am learning to develop software, like mobile 
apps and games. This helps me to understand online education and will help in performing different Co-
Curricular Activities for fellow students in these conditions. Archery has immensely improved my 
patience and problem-solving skills. That, in turn, will help me understand and perform my duties 
adequately as the school Vice-Captain. 
I request all my teachers and school friends to elect me; Advait Sakhare - a good sportsperson, a 
disciplined student, an IT enthusiast, a helping friend - as the School Vice-Captain. 





 

 

Name: Saharsh Saraf 

Grade: X E 

Position Applied For: Sports Captain Boys 

 

I've been a part of Amanora School since grade 1. I've been completely engrossed in cricket 
since I got my first cricket set. I have developed my interest and performance in many other 
sports such as basketball, volleyball, football, table tennis and chess along the years. I have 
always considered sports and academics equally important fields and tried to give my best in 
both. My goal is to represent my country as a respectable sportsman and complete my 
engineering along with it.  

I consider myself fit for the post for the Sports Captain as I feel I could bring a positive and 
considerable difference in this field of our school. I'm familiar with the rules, regulations and 
equipments of all the sports. I have represented the school as well as various coaching centers 
in many competitions of chess, basketball and cricket over the years. I want to make sure that 
each player gets selected in the team on the basis of their talent and performance without any 
inequality.  

I intend to uphold the sports spirit and discipline in our school while taking the performance of 
the players to the next level. I assure to serve the school and my fellow mates to the best of my 
abilities. 

 
 



Name : Ved Badwaik 

Class: X A 

Position Applied For: Sports Captain Boys 

 
I am Ved Badwaik from class X A. I am standing for the post of Sports Captain. I am studying in 

Amanora School since the past 10yrs.  

I am 10mtr air rifle shooter. I started shooting at the age of 11 from Gagan Narang Shooting 

Academy, Balewadi. In 2016 I represented our school at the state level championship. In 2019 I 

got third position at the interschool and fourth position at the divisional school matches. I have 

represented my school twice in the CBSE Nationals.  

I am a renowned shooter of National Rifle Association of India (NRAI).I got 32nd position among 

500 shooters  in sub youth men category in 63rd nationals shooting championship held at Bhopal 

2019.   I have been playing trials conducted for the selection of INDIAN TEAM since last two years. 

I am a sports enthusiast. Shooting is a sport in which we need discipline and I have developed 

this ability. I think I am the most eligible person for this post. 
 



Name: Dhriti Mohata 
 
Grade: 10 - D 
 
Post applied: Sports Captain Girl 
 
 
 
Brief Profile: 
 
An athlete, a basketball player, cricketer and very passionate – I am Dhriti Mohata – X-D 
 
I am kind, honest, patient, a good listener, very good motivator helpful and loving person. For 
me learning and teaching goes hand in hand. I believe that learning is faster when it is done in a 
team and by helping each other. This helps us to become a better person and improves 
collaboration and coordination skills. 
 
I can learn from everyone - seniors, teammates, friends and juniors. I take the feedback and 
weakness positively, analyze it from all aspects and work on improving. I make my weakness my 
strength and my strengths even stronger. 
 
Sports have taught me lot of values like self-belief, respect and love for the game and my teams 
help me  cope up with failure and rise from them. 
 
All these qualities make me feel that I am perfect being a leader. I have a lot of achievements in 

sports. Some recent ones are - 

✓   Part of the school athletics team and throw ball team since Grade 7 
✓   The winning team of ABC home league – Season 8 in Under 16 category (Basketball) 
✓   Most Valuable Player of ABC Home league Season 7 
✓   The runners up team for the kiddos Box Cricket bash season 3 
✓   The man of the match in Kiddos Box Cricket bash season 3 
✓   Have completes 10 marathons – 3 Km and 5 Km combined 
✓   Kharadi Run Winner in 3km Women’s category 2018 & 2019 
 
So please vote for me for the post of  Sports Captain Girl and I will bring in the difference. 



Name: Vishwajeet Borawake  
Class: X A 
Position Applied For: Discipline Prefect Boy  
 
. 
I am a student of Amanora School from grade 4 and I am really enjoying the last year in this 
school. 

  I always wanted to do something for our school, so I have applied for the post of because 
discipline is the bridge between goals and accomplishment. 
As rightly said, “Discipline is Wisdom and vice versa”. I agree with this statement as a person 
without discipline is like a tree having no roots… 
I was the Assistant Discipline Prefect last year with the support of my schoolmates. 
There should be discipline in every member of our school , to ensure that, I would like to be 
elected as the Discipline Prefect. 
I always like to take the leadership role in any activity that is happening. I am also very active 
which is a quality developed only with the help of my teachers. I am also in the Football 
Team of our school and have represented our school in many matches. 
 I was very shy when I entered this school but as time has passed these leadership qualities 
began to take place in me, whatever I become in future would be just because of this school 
and my dedicated teachers… 

 



Name: Plaaksha Kanchan 

Class:  X-E 

Post Applied For: Sports Captain (Girls)  

 

 

 

I will be suitable for this post as I am an athlete and a good sportsperson. As I do today, I will 

always listen to my peers’ ideas open mindedly as, I believe that no idea/suggestion is too 

big or too small. I am not partial or bias and will treat everyone equally. I have passion for 

the game. I have represented Amanora School in throw ball, skating and basketball and have 

won many medals for our school. I have experience in archery as well. My personal favorite 

game is basketball. I am a member of a prestigious basketball club in Pune. In 2019, my 

basketball club team won the home league under my captaincy. I also won the most valuable 

player award of this league. I have good leadership skills and believe in teamwork. The 

major reason why I would like to become Sports Captain is so I can have the opportunity to 

try and make our school reach great heights in sports. I am very approachable and everyone 

is welcome to come up and talk to me. I believe that I am a good decision maker. I will 

encourage fellow girls to participate in sports as it has a huge role in our lives. It teaches us 

many values and enhances our discipline. If I am elected as Sports Captain, I will try my best 

to be a good role model. 



 



 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Name: Ananya Chopra 

 
Class: 10 C  

Postion Applied For: Literary Secretary 
 
Description 
I am an avid reader, who likes to read books on different subjects like biographies, fiction, 
adventure, comedy etc. As it is said,” Books are a human’s best friend”, books help in building 
the personality of the reader. The kind of work you read influences your thought process 
which impacts the actions you take and this finally defines your personality. Selection of the 
books you read is the most important thing and it should be based on the age you are in as 
learning needs vary with the age. 

 
The reading of books has given me confidence and inspiration to start writing and I am 
consciously making an effort to articulate my thoughts properly in to words.   I have started 
writing short stories and poems and am trying to improve as a writer.  One day, I see myself 
publishing my own books containing stories/poems written by me. 

 
As a Literary Secretary, I can contribute to improve my fellow student’s personalities by 

 
-     Inculcating reading habits in them 
-     Helping them in choosing the right kind of books/literature 
-     Having group discussion on various books/stories/writer 
-     Encouraging them to start expressing their thoughts 
-     Encouraging them to start writing. 
-      Organizing compet it ions on short stories/essay/poems  while  staying  back  at  their 

homes 
 
I am fond of reading and writing. I believe that with the little knowledge I have, I can contribute 
towards the betterment of my fellow schoolmates as their Literary Secretary.

 



 
Name:  Nirvaan Naveen 

 
Class: X C 

 
Post Applied For: Cultural Secretary 

 
 
Description: 
 
My name is Nirvaan Naveen of class 10 C. I have been studying in this school since 2009. I 
have seen our school’s development from a one-story building to the magnificent structure it 
is today. I have been participating in various cultural activities ever since I was a child, 
whether it was dance, music, acting or even project making, I participated in all of them. I 
have seen it all and thus, want to put all my experience to the test by applying to become the 
cultural secretary of our school. I have fond memories of my time in every competition I took 
part in, and every time I think about it I get a smile on my face. I want everyone in our school 
to feel the same way I do. I want everyone to get that smile on their faces when they think 
back to the times when they participated in various competitions. The first test of my 
experience came last year when I was elected our school’s assistant cultural secretary and by 
observing the previous cultural secretary, Sao and Amrita ma’am I learnt a great deal about 
the planning and coordination required amongst all teachers and students 
to host a function or to plan any cultural event. Therefore, in conclusion all I want to say is 
that I am grateful for all the opportunities that I have been given up till now by our school 
and as the cultural secretary I will try my best to give similar opportunities to other students 
to shine in everyone’s eyes, show us their talents and to make our school proud. Thank you. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
Name: Shravani Gitte 

 
Class: X-A 

 
Post applied for: Cultural Secretary 

 
Description:  
 

 
 
I am very passionate about dancing. I love to dance and last year I had also participated in an 
inter school dance competition held in 'Sarla Birla school'. I had also participated in all the 
dance events at school. I also love football, and in the last academic year our team managed 
to be runner ups in Zilla parishad and 3rd in School Olympics. I have also achieved 5 belts in 
karate. It was difficult for me to participate in dance competitions, dance events and also 
football competitions as 9th grade was a very important year for me. I believe I can handle all 
my duties prominently without affecting my academic performance. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Name: Avnish Umesh Gawande 
Grade: 9th C 
Post: Assistant Cultural Secretary 
 
I am standing for this post because I have a great interest in cultural  activities which  
have been taking  place in our school since many years. 
I had taken my admission in grade 1. Since that time, I have been taking part in school 
cultural activities such as annual concerts, inter-house singing competition, ETF 
(Environmental Theater  Festival, which   is conducted  every year), etc .. 
If I win this election, I will do my best for the school  cultural  community   and I will 
cooperate with my senior staff  who will be taking charge of cultural  events. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

 

 

Name: Atharva Kamble  

Class: IX-E 

Position Applied For:  Assistant Cultural Secretary. 

 

This election presents us with our choices. It is a choice between continuing things the way it 

has always been done or electing leaders who can bring fresh ideas and perspectives. 

My aim is to ensure better co-relation between the students and the student council so that 

we have improved and increased participation of students in events. I would also like to 

ensure that there are regular workshops in all fields such that all students would like to 

participate. My aim will always be to increase in the participation in all of the events which 

would enhance the skills and improve them. 

I will not make any promises like the other candidates; I ask only for your trust and help to 

make things innovative and interesting. 

Voting for me will bring new ideas to the table and improve our already well established 

school events. 

 
 



 
Name: Vaishnavi Jadhav 

Class: IX A 

Post applied for- Assistant Cultural secretary 

 

Description 

I have been in this school for the past eight years and I have always looked forward to the 
elections, because I always have pleasure in serving my school. 
 

I have always believed that apart from studies, we as students should get platforms to 
showcase our talents and also engage ourselves in various activities apart from the 
academic routine, which makes school more interesting.  
 

In my free time you will find me dancing, making paintings and drawings and also reading 
books like The Diary of a Young Girl: Anne Frank, Amish Tripathi's-Shiva Triology and Charles 
Dickens's The Christmas Carol. 
 

I very well understand the role of an assistant cultural secretary; he/she needs to make sure 
that enough platforms are available for all the students to showcase the talents they 
possess and everyone should get equal opportunities to participate in such events. 
 

I have attended several MUN conferences and with my experience so far I have realized how 
successful and enjoyable events need to be lined up. 
 

I understand the responsibilities and I believe that I can carry out this task well. That is why I 
have nominated myself to be the assistant cultural secretary and it would be an honour 
serving my school. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

Name                                 : Sanjana Singhal 

Grade                                : IX-C 

Post Applied for              : Asst. Cultural Secretary 
 

DESCRIPTION 
 
I’m very excited to apply for the above post as it would allow me to contribute towards 

the growth   and   happiness   of   my   fellow   students,   while   presenting 

opportunities to take the good name of our school to even greater heights. 

 
As an Asst. Cultural Secretary, I’m determined to bring more creativity in the existing 

cultural events of our school, and have several ideas to initiate some new ones, which 

would allow participation of more and more fellow students, adding to their growth and 

happiness as individuals. I believe that culture has  no caste,  color  or  ethnicity  and  

can  act  as  a  great  medium  to establish dignity and equality of all human beings- a 

much needed moral for the current time. 

 
I’m extremely grateful to our school for being a source of self improvement for me. I 

transformed from being a shy, introvert student, to, a bold and confident one, who 

mingles and make friends easily. I want to repay this debt of gratitude to the 

school, by working tirelessly to even better the already good name of the school. In 

the past also, I have never shielded away from assisting my teachers in organizing 

several school assemblies and have also actively participated in school events too. 

 
Being organized, responsible, driven, with requisite leadership qualities, and eye for 

talent, I promise to uncover fresh new talent from within the students, as I believe that 

each student is talented in his/ her own unique way. 

 
 

 
  



 
 
 
 
Name: Ayan Ngariya 

Class: IX E 

Post applied for: Asst. Cultural Secretary 
 
Description: 

 
It's my gratitude to express my feelings about this post. Today I am here to tell you the 
reason why I should be chosen as the CULTURAL SECRETARY at Amanora School. I believe 
that I can uphold the dignity and responsibilities of an IDEAL CULTURAL SECRETARY. 

 
With the assurance of not to judge any student based on my personal problems and 
matters, I strongly believe that I am trustworthy and a calm listener. Being a Cultural 
Secretary doesn't only mean to have a stick mind and straight talks, it also means being fun 
loving and caring at the same time. It's my promise that I won't let anyone down or be 
disappointed from my work . I have spent a number of years at Amanora School and I have 
also spent a lot of time with my seniors and juniors; I understand very well their interest 
towards all the activities conducted in school, I promise while taking this post that I will 
ensure all the students in Amanora School will always be happy and satisfied with the 
decisions I take. I will also work hand in hand with the teachers and take their point of view 
in consideration, which would hopefully also make them feel comfortable to share their 
ideas with me. I am a good public speaker and at the same time I will do my level best to 
encourage the participation of every student in the events. 



Name – Namaswi Chintha 
Class – X-D 
Position Applied For - Ruby House Captain 

 

 

Greetings, I am standing for the post of Ruby House Captain as I believe that I have the 
potential to make my house strive for excellence. 

I would describe myself as an optimistic and an approachable person. I like to voice out my opinions about 
global matters which affect the world so therefore I attend MUNS as I believe that it is a platform in which 
I can talk about these matters. I take pride in my nation’s heritage and culture; thereby I have completed 4 
years of bharatnatyam and have given both my bharatgayan and gandharva examinations.  

I also love to write as I feel it is a way for me to express my thoughts. I have written few poems and short 
stories. I have also written articles regarding matters such as ‘The Importance of Cleaning Oceans’ and 
about ‘Mobile Phones and how they Impact Today’s Generation’. In my free time I like to read books as I 
feel that books are the doors to another world. I like to play various sports such as basketball and 
badminton. 

As a house captain my priority would be to ensure that everyone in my house participates in 
competitions. To me winning is not important but the determination and the will power that my fellow 
housemates show. I believe that when someone does something with ones complete heart and soul, 
success follows.  

It has been my dream to become the house captain of ruby house ever since I have joined the school. 
Once again thank u so much for nominating me for the post of  Ruby House Captain and if I win, I will 
definitely put in my 100% into my role and responsibilities. 



 
 
 
Name - Dnyanada Vitthal Dhawade 

Class - 9 C 

Post - Ruby House Vice-Captain 
 

Description:  
I am studying in this school since 2011. I have represented the school for various state 
and district championship in sports and other competitions like JAM. 
I think I am eligible for this post because of my good leadership quality and having the 
potential to bring a change in working system of ruby house. 
I think from last 2 to 3 years ruby house has not been able to win the competition due to 
lack of participation of people of class 6 and 7 . I think students who are capable enough 
to represent our school should participate in these activities. I would also like to be a 
representative of ideas and talents of ruby house rather than being their leader. 
 

So vote for me as your Ruby House Vice-Captain 
 



Name: Rajas Danekar 

Class: 9A 

Position Applied For: Ruby House Vice-Captain 
   
  Description  
 
   Greetings 
 
Firstly, I would like to express my gratitude towards the school for deeming me a fit 
candidate for the esteemed post of ‘Ruby House Vice-Captain’.  
I consider myself a well-suited contestant for the post, and am confident that my qualities 
are well suited for the job. The vice-captain of a house carries a lot of responsibilities on his 
shoulders, and  I am sure I will be able to fulfill them. I am ambitious, I thrive on challenge 
and constantly set goals for myself, so I have something to strive towards. I’m not 
comfortable with settling, and I’m always looking for an opportunity to do better and 
achieve greatness. I am result oriented, constantly checking in with the goal to determine 
how close or how far away we are and what it will take to make it happen. I find this 
pressure inspiring and a great motivator for the rest of the team. I take pride in my ability to 
keep people pumped and energetic.  I’m also a people’s person. I love meeting new people 
and learning about their lives and their backgrounds. I can almost always find common 
ground with strangers, and I like making people feel comfortable in my presence. I find this 
skill is especially helpful when working in a team with new people. I feel the presence of 
these qualities will make me an efficient and productive ‘Ruby House Vice-Captain’.  



 
 

 
Name: Shivam Thange 

Class: IX E

Position Applied For: Ruby House Vice Captain 

 

Description:  
 
Throughout my life I have encountered several chances to experience the position of being a 
leader. It may be the innovation lab groups, groups of class activities or being a part of 
family. I think I have gained essential qualities and tatics to be a good leader through these 
experiences. Some of the valuable traits I learned are being a good listener, giving equal 
chance to all and to have patience. Yet there are many more things to learn like being 
assertive, becoming a better public speaker and becoming more practical. 

 
One of the best characteristic a leader can have is facing all the situations by taking into 
consideration the opinions of all the team members. In the past few years by listening to 
my peers and adults, I have been able to overcome many obstacles. Encouraging people 
for various activities and participating in various events is the character I have gained 
through various types of group activities initiated by our school.  

 
I have always wanted an opportunity to guide a larger group, to encourage more people 
and to help them showcase their hidden talents. I feel nominating myself for the post of 
Ruby House Vice Captain is surely going to give me this opportunity if elected for the post 
by my peers. I also feel that the knowledge that I have gained until today will surely help 
me and my team mates. 



Name - Rohan P. Naik 

Grade - IX D 
Postion Applied For: Asst. Discipline Prefect Ruby House 

 
 

 
 
Description:  

 
 
I  would  like  to  take  this  opportunity  to run for the Asst. Discipline Prefect’s position 
representing the Ruby house. I believe with great position comes greater responsibilities and 
duties as well. It is a role many aspire to have, and only a few truly obtain, because in order 
to become a true leader first one has to learn to follow a leader. 
 For the past couple of years, I have gained knowledge, education, and understanding to fulfill 
the quality to become a prefect. Also, my experience as a class monitor in previous grades has 
helped me in understanding my classmates properly. This will prove to be an added advantage 
to maintain discipline. If I am chosen for  this  role I would follow my duties with an open 
mind,  focus, and purpose. I would try my best to stress the idea of respect as it is very 
important in our school community. Also, I would like to make sure the ideas and objectives of 
Amanora School will be well known throughout the younger and older years of the school.  

Moreover, I firmly believe that I will perform my duties faithfully by setting an example for 
the students in the upcoming batch. I hope that I will make my

class and house proud.  

P le a s e  v o t e  f o r  m e  a n d  I  w i l l  n o t  le t  y o u  d o w n .  



 
 
 
Name- Radhika Sinha 
 
Grade- X-B 
 
Post- Emerald House Captain 
 
 
I, Radhika Sinha, am standing for the position of Emerald House captain. I study in Class X-B and 
have been very lucky to be a part of Emerald House for the past 4 years. 

 
I believe that it is particularly important to know the candidate and their qualifications before 
giving your precious vote.  I would like to humbly state that I am a trained keyboard and ukulele 
player and have represented the school in several basketball and archery competitions. I am a 
creative person who values and encourages creativity because I believe it is an important way 
to enhance yourself and your surroundings. I have received awards in a national level Model 
United Nations as well as in the Amanora E-MUN and also have an experience of 7 other MUNs. 
My classmates and I participated in ‘Environmental Theatre' 2018-19 and with the support of 
our teacher we bagged the 1st position. I also won second prize in inter-house Diya-making 
competition along with my fellow Emerald House gems! I have won 3rd position in Inter-school 
'Fireless Cooking Competition' where we represented Amanora School. 

 
I strongly believe that every student of Emerald House has immense potential and can help 
Emerald House achieve wonders. This can only be made possible if every member of the house 
is provided with equal opportunities to represent their house. And it is my assurance that all 
the talent in Emerald House will be put to use and together, we will make our beloved house 
proud! 



Name: S.Saiprasath 

Class : IX  B 

Post: Emerald House Vice Captain 

As I have been studying in this school since pre primary, this period has naturally developed 

better understanding of the school systems. 

I am very good in academics, sports and in other co-curricular activities. I am well versed 

with the environment and the code of conduct of the school. I am confident that I can be a 

strong bridge between the teachers and the students. 

I have very good leadership skills which will allow me to understand a situation, and make 

critical decisions when needed. I have a total 3 years experience in robotics, programming 

and basketball. As always, I will continue to respect one and all in my school. I would 

promise to maintain discipline and work for the welfare of the school. 

I have the ability to think differently and I can brainstorm to bring multiple solutions. Swift 

presence of mind and wise actions are my key strengths. I have very good inclination 

towards maths and science. I have participated in 2014 FLL (First Lego League) which was 

held in Iowa, USA, where I got qualified to state level. I have completed 8th level 

certification in Robotics. 

If I become the Emerald house vice-captain I will not only make my house, but also the 

whole school a better place. 

Looking forward to the great opportunity to serve. 
 



Name: Vaishnavi Parab 

Class: IX A 

Postion: Emerald House Vice Captain 

  
Description  
 
I am a proud student of Amanora School since the establishment of the school. I have 
participated in many competitions and even got the success. When I was 5 years old, I started 
learning classical music. I have given 4-5 exams of classical music and 4 exams of semi-classical 
music. Every year I take part in a singing competition where I compete with people all over India 
and have won 14 trophies and many certificates. I was even invited to Spain, Dubai and 
Singapore for singing competitions. For 4 years, now I have been a part of the school choir. I was 
selected in the interschool competition which was held at the Dhruv auditorium and the BKBC 
institute where we won the best composition award. I have achieved
many medals for dance, skating and even for abacus. I have even won trophies for sports like 
cricket, kabaddi, tug of war, basketball etc . I have played many districts matches of basketball 
and once got the second position under ABC Basketball Academy. I am a part of school’s 
throwball team since 2 years. I was a part of the school basketball team too. I am good in studies 
and in other activities too. 

 
I would like to be the house captain because I would absolutely love to lead Emerald house 
towards victory, I would love to encourage everyone in my house and feel proud to help my 
team. I have positive leadership skills. I will try my best so that everyone gets a chance to show 
their talent and take part in various activities. I will always keep my promise and have the 
potential to be a captain and a leader. I will try to be a role model to all. I will try my best to 
always be respectful, responsible, honest, trustworthy and reliable. I am someone who would 
appreciate what the other person does, no matter what. 

 
I want to thank the Principal, Vice- Principal, all my teachers for my success and looking forward 
for the opportunity to serve as Emerald House Vice Captain. 



Name: Shravan Kumar 

Grade: IX D 

Candidate Post: Emerald House Vice Captain 

Description 

 
I have been associated with Amanora School for the past 10 years. Since then, I have been taking part 
enthusiastically in various events held by the school. I have participated in the Olympiads receiving a 
silver medal in IMO, another silver medal in IEO, and a bronze medal in NSO. In Extra – Curricular 
activities I have received a certificate in Clay-Making Competition. Also In sports, I have received a 
bronze medal in the sports day for relay race (400m). 

 
I have benefitted from my school in many ways which has made my learning and communication skills 
quite efficient. I am sincere and proactive in all kind of activities, both academically and generally. This 
in turn making me committed towards anything I do and also towards my hobbies. They are – Science 
& Math, Arts, Reading books, basketball, drumming, and also logical reasoning. I prefer thinking out of 
the box; not only this, but I am a person who also respects others perspective of viewing things. This 
helps me mingle with people all around me. The most important thing is that I respect other people’s 
time. Also I try my best to conduct myself in such a way that would not hurt anyone’s feelings. 

 
Since I reside in Magarpatta city, I have participated in events organized by them. I received a silver 
medal in basketball and a gold medal in a marathon. I also have received a gold and a bronze medal in 
cycling in subsequent years. I have been learning drums for the past 5 years and have appeared for 
the trinity examinations where I have received 3- distinctions. 
 



  
Name: Ananya Prasad Kulkarni 

 
Class: IX E 

 
Position applied for: Emerald Vice Captain 
 
Description 

 
It's my pleasure to introduce myself to you. My name is Ananya Kulkarni.I was born and 
raised in Pune and studying in Amanora school since five years. 

 
Mt achievements; I have received a certificate in public speaking competition. I was 
part of E-MUN. 

 
My strengths include the fact that I am hardworking, motivating and dedicated towards 
my work. I'm also a good learner as well as teacher. 

 
My hobbies are reading, painting, dancing and surfing net. 

 
My short term goal is to get position of Emerald Vice Captain and work for my house. 

My long term goal is to get a seat in AIIMS Delhi and give my best to be a surgeon. 

I am a person who is positive about every aspect of life. There are many things I would like 
to do, to see, and to experience. I like to read, I like to write; I like to think, I like to dream; 
I like to talk, I like to listen .I am a firm believer in teamwork and promotion of in house 
talent. I possess a good leadership quality which makes me an articulate communicator 
and enables me to influence my audience to my thinking very effectively. I am a 
hardworker with a surge to complete my task with commitment and accuracy. I have 
immense love for animals which points towards my empathetic nature. I will be a great 
asset to the school and will work for the betterment of it. 

 
DO VOTE FOR ME! EVERY VOTE COUNTS ......:] 



 

 

 

Name : Arush Priyank Bhat 

Class : IX F 

Position Applied For: Emerald House Assistant Discipline Prefect 

 

Ever since I have been studying in this school, I have realised that even though students face different 

problems in school, they do not report it to their subject teachers or class teachers or their parents.  

I would like to use my position in the student council to help my fellow students speak up about bad 

behaviors of other children. Every child is taught in school about the importance of discipline, but many 

times, we students ourselves don’t maintain it. Being a life lesson itself, we should maintain discipline. So 

my main objective is to take any actions that will stop students from being indiscipline or indulge in any 

misbehavior. 

 



Name: Aaditya Johal

Grade: IX D 

Position: Emerald House Assistant Discipline Prefect 
 
    Description:  
 
I would like to describe myself as a student who is good in academics and who also loves to take part in various 
other activities in School which builds confidence and keeps me engaged and learned.  I am a good public speaker 
and good at playing cricket along with other sports. It was due to my great extracurricular  achievement that I was 
the Junior head boy of Ramagya School in Noida. It gave me immense confidence to lead the Junior wing in my 
previous school and won several awards in sports, Quiz and Abacus. I also addressed the school functions on 
various occasions like yearly events and sports events. I also hold the ranks under thousand for the National 
Olympiad for English and Math. 
 
I would like to get selected for the role of Assistant Discipline Prefect because of the following reasons. 
1.  Working with School Leadership. As a young adult, I would like the opportunity to work with the adults in 
charge of my school. 
2.  By volunteering myself as a figurehead for younger kids, I force myself to improve every day for them. I have to 
learn how to reinforce positive habits and weed out negative ones. 
3.   I do respect the rules and regulations of the school and make sure that everyone obeys the school rules at all 
times. 
4.   I will be punctual for duties and attend all Prefect meetings. 
5.  Maintain an excellent academic and behavior record and lead by example, e nsuring the pursuit of academic 
excellence and orderly behavior 
6. I am positive and enthusiastic, encouraging and motivate fellow students. Also, I am cooperative, helpful, well-
mannered, trustworthy, and responsible. 
7.   I am respectful toward teachers, my peers and the school environment. 
8.   I display leadership qualities: confidence, initiative, problem-solving skills 
9.  I will be willing to take on extra responsibilities. I can work independently and complete tasks. 
10. Prefects do attend all school events and activities when required  where  possible, and will be expected  to 
help and lead. 
11. I will try to be an excellent ambassador for the school, representing the school image positively. 
12. Prefects do carry out tasks and jobs as may be directed by staff. 
 
 
If this opportunity is given to me, I would love to take on challenges, leading, and helping others. 
 



 
 
 
Name: Sehar Madani 

Class: XC 

Post: Sapphire House Captain 
 
 
  Description:   
 
I love interacting with people and taking leadership roles. I am a member of a public 
speaking club. My hobbies are dancing and drawing and in the lockdown period I have 
developed a new passion too that is, cooking. 

 
 
Roald Dahl said "Somewhere inside all of us is the power to change the world", I believe in 
his words strongly. Last year I contested for School Vice Captain and I did not win, but that 
has not deterred me, as they say to take a leap and bounce back we have to take a step 
back and I am doing that. 

 
 
I want to serve my sapphire house and my alma mater. As a team we have won trophies for 
our house for the past 3 years. Being a captain for my house, I want to strive hard and keep 
up the spirit. Not only the house spirit, but the school in totality. 

 
 
 My tagline: 
 
S for Sapphire, S for Sehar!! 



 
 
Name: Hanfa Imran    

Class: X C 

Position Applied For: Sapphire House Captain 
 
  Description:  
 
 
I take interest in dance, art, sports and reading books. I have been studying in Amanora School 
since 2013.This school has given me a lot and I feel that it is my turn to give something back. 7 
years in this school, I have seen a lot of my seniors standing for election. I have seen the way 
they used to guide us and help us in different competitions and I would be honoured to do the 
same. 

 
I believe I’m eligible for this position because in this academic session, I want  to  lead  
and  guide  my  juniors  and  friends  through  each  and  every activity or competition that our 
school will be organising. I will always be ready to support and lead my house, whether its 
sports or dance. I will always encourage them to take part in different activities and events. 
This year, our school will positively be conducting annual sports day and I will make sure that 
the best and maximum number of students take part in it. 

 
As we all know, due to the spread of Coronavirus, we all are locked-up at our homes, but as 
soon as our school will reopen, I would also like to assist my teachers and try to help them in 
whichever way possible. 

 



 
 
 
Name- Gayatri Mote 
 
Class- IX E 
 
Position Applied for- Sapphire House Vice-Captain 
 
 
 
My name is Gayatri Mote and I'm in grade IX. My hobbies include writing, debating, public 
speaking and playing various musical instruments. I love animals so it’s a part of my life to binge 
on videos starring animals, particularly dogs. I even have a friend with fur named Benji- my pet 
dog. In future, I aspire to study law and join the Indian Foreign Service.  I pursue great people's 
skills and moreover, a very good persona. Standing for the position of Sapphire House vice-
Captain, I'm very excited for the further procedure in the elections. 
 
I believe I will be a great addition to the team. My transparency and communication skills and 
my experience in working with a team make me an ideal candidate for the position. I've been a 
part of Amanora School for more than 5 years now and I have also been a part of various events 
arranged by Amanora School such as the Amanora E-MUN.  I feel glad to take this opportunity 
to be a part of elections and if possible a leader for my very own house- Sapphire. If elected, I 
would give a direction to my house.  
Leadership isn’t a destination so I will try to be a constant support to the school even if not 
elected.  



 

Name- Shrinivas Shinde 
Grade- IX E 
Post-Sapphire House Vice Captain 

Description-  
I am standing for the post of Sapphire House Vice Captain. I 
can assure that I am capable of to lead my house to victory. 
The school’s pride and honour will always be my first motive. 
Being in the basketball team has taught me leadership and 
team work and I am sure that I will be able to implement it 
during my course of duty. I have always found interest in 
working along with my teammates rather than telling them to 
work. I believe that a boss says: go work , while a leader says: 
let’s work. I can’t promise everything to my fellow schoolmates 
but I will try to work for their demands. Discipline is what 
every school needs for its smooth working. Discipline will 
always be my first priority. I will give everyone equal 
opportunities and will definitely lead my house to a great 
victory. I always wanted sapphire to be at the first position. I 
would love to have one opportunity for being the vice captain 
of sapphire house and see the improvements in our house. 



Name - Diksha Gedula 

Class- IX D 

Position Applied For -Sapphire House Vice Captain 
 
 
“Success is not final; failure is not fatal: It is the courage to continue that counts.” 
The thought above has inspired me to be better every day. I am very ambitious and driven. I 
have always considered challenges as an opportunity to improve myself. I have good 
leadership qualities; whenever I have played the role of a leader my group has won the 
competition and they don’t feel left out, that is one of my major qualities. 
I am a typical kind of extrovert which has really helped me maintain good relations with 
everybody. Friends are an important aspect of my life .In my perspective a teacher is a tree 
and students are the leaves of it. I believe that collaboration matters a lot working in a 
team.  
I am the kind of person anyone can share their issues with, if anybody is dealing with a 
problem one can share their feelings with me and I will try my level best to provide them 
certain amount of relief. I am an expert in sketching and painting that has helped me 
achieve many prizes .I have always believed in being productive , it has also improved my 
time management. I think that feedbacks aren’t supposed to be taken negatively instead 
they tell us that there is room for improvement. 
In my life there are 4 prime principles- persistence, honesty, commitment and positivity that 
make me improve myself every day. 



 
 
Name:Pranav Shevate 

 
Grade: 9 A 

 
Post Applied For: Sapphire House Vice Captain 

 
Firstly, I’d like to thank the school for nominating me to prove my abilities and talent as the 
Sapphire House Vice Captain. This opportunity will surely push me forward and help me in 
molding my personality. 

 
Leadership is an opportunity to serve. It is with this vision, I aspire to be your leader. My 
qualities which include being a good listener as well as a good speaker will help me understand 
the expectations of the teachers and solve the problems of my fellow friends. I truly believe 
that I am responsible, honest, dedicated, trust worthy and creative. I will listen, I will say and I 
will act. 

 
As a house captain, I’d maintain discipline among the students and also listen to their ideas and 
opinions in order to excel in the tasks given to us. A captain can only be good as the members of 
his team. No captain can succeed without great team work, and so your support is very 
important for me. I will work with others members because together we can let our voices be 
heard. I will make our school a better place for learning by helping each other. 

 
I’d like to promise everyone that being a good football player, I will also promote other sports 
and provide great opportunities in the sports field, as many students in the lower grades 
complain that they don’t get opportunities to participate in the competitions that are held In 
the school. 

 
As we know that few years before sapphire was last in the house ranking, so my seniors tried 
hard and brought sapphire house on top. We will try our best to keep it on top every year. 

 
I kindly request you to cast your vote in my favour.  
 



Name:Priyanka Sahoo 

Class- IX D 

Post Applied for: Sapphire House Vice Captain 
 
 

 
Description 
I am a sincere girl. I am learning Bharatanatyam and am a lover of different forms of dance too. I 
have chosen the post of sapphire house vice-captain because I feel that I am suitable for this 
post. I have also participated in many school events and have a good knowledge about them. I 
have also represented my house in many school events and gained success too in the past.  
I am a disciplined and responsible girl. I complete my work on time. I am an understanding 
person. I have a nice bonding with everyone. I always believe in teamwork. I have also learnt 
from my parents the value of time, honesty, hard work and commitment to the purpose. For 
these qualities I am thankful to my parents. I am a keen reader of novels and history books as I 
have a strong interest in Indian history and classical architecture.  
I believe in speaking the truth and try my best not to lie. One of my favourite hobbies is 
drawing. I love making sketches of every single thing that I see around me. I am always happy 
and I even make others happy  because I believe that “Happiness is not out there; It is in you” I 
assure that being the Sapphire House Vice Captain I will guide my house in right direction. 



 
Name: Akshat Soni 

Class: IX F 

Post: Sapphire House Vice-Captain 

 
Description: - 
I have rich experience in managing multiple teams and coordinating amongst them. I have 
managed multiple large-scale events such as Marathon, multiple sports competitions and 
cultural events in a diverse environment.  
I have been in this school for almost 9 years and have seen my house (sapphire) go through ups 
and downs and have an understanding of its strength and weakness. I have ideas which will 
encourage more participation and identify more hidden talents.  
On the personal front, I have participated in the city-level competition of skating, kickboxing and 
badminton tournaments in our society. In this lockdown, I learned new things such as Yoga. I am 
good at motivating the team and prepare for tough times like sweat in peace so that we won't 
bleed in war. 
This year I am planning to do a talent search in our sapphire house, many children have a lot 
of different qualities but somehow, they do not get a chance to showcase it. 

 
 



 

 
 
Name:                Pranshu Sabat 

 
Class:                  Ix F 

 
Post Applied:     Sapphire House Vice Captain 

 
Description: 

 
I am hardworking, committed, obedient, mature candidate with integrity, always set goals 
for myself and believe in continuous learning. I am always optimistic in my thoughts and do 
advocate the same, to share on positive vibes. 

 
To my teachers, I‘m well-disciplined and obedient student, respect them and take 
instructions with full respect. I am transparent and can be trusted in the hour of need. 

 
To my classmates, I am friendly, approachable in all means, be it studies or extra-curricular 
activities. I keep high degree of respect to all my fellow pals, treat all of them with same 
importance. 

 
My key 
strengths: 

 
1)   Public speaking 
2)   Friendly with everyone 
3)   Rational thoughts 
4)   Never give up 
5)   Care for everyone 
6)   Lead by example 

 
 
My name describes me 

as: P----> Passionate 

R----> Reliable 
 

A----> Ambitious 
 

N----> Natural 
 

S----> Self-motivated 
 

H----> Honest 
 

U----> Unique 
 
So vote for me as your Sapphire House Vice Captain 



 
 

Name: AATYA BRADOO  
 
Class: X-C 
 
Application for the Topaz House Captain 
 
 
I always had a dream of becoming a School House Captain for which I tried last year but could 

not make it. Now, I have this last opportunity in this school to become a House Captain, which I 

will not let it go as I can see my Dream coming true.  

I have hobbies such as dance, music, guitar, Bharatanatyam and sports. I have played Archery 

for School Olympics for last 2 years and want to continue playing to achieve higher goals at 

school, state and country levels. I like to write sometimes on common topics of life, which are 

very generic to our lives and a common man can relate to them. 

 

As a House Captain, I will always listen and understand the needs of the Topaz Teammates. I will 

always be prepared to stand up for what I believe in. I will work for the betterment of my house. 

 

I know, there will be many responsibilities at this level, but believe me, I have great leadership 

skills as I believe in not leaving anyone behind but all of us marching together to fulfill our Topaz 

House goals. I am very sure that I will be an Ideal Leader who will always have support and will 

the teammates and will make sure they can count on me anytime. 

 

I will always support and encourage my teammates to participate in all school activities and 

motivate them to achieve the goals. 

So I request you all to vote for me for the post of Topaz House Captain 

 
 



 
Name: Raashi Agarwal 
Class: IX E 
Position Applied For: Topaz House Vice Captain 
 
It’s a wonderful and exciting journey with Amanora School since a decade. I am associated 
with this school since its establishment. I have witnessed overwhelming growth in our 
school culture and education throughout my years spent here and am equally happy with 
the teachers providing support during this pandemic situation. 
 
I feel blessed to have a bouquet of wonderful teachers, school management and my 
favourite huge list of friends to carry forward these memories. It’s only because of 
motivating teachers and helping friend’s multiple awards have been added to my feathers. 
PACE award is something which I never missed in receiving and it always helps me to boost 
my performance year after year. 
As highlighted, my journey has been fantastic so far, this has only been possible due my 
teachers and friends who keep encouraging me to participate in events like district level 
dance competitions, school annual sports and cultural events. 
I am inclined into reading philosophical and mythological books and always curious to know 
facts about history and geography. 
 My ambition is to become an IAS officer and with all your support this will be an easy task 
to achieve. I hobby is reading books; I have been certified in the 15-book campaign every 
year. I am extremely passionate towards dancing and love singing too. I love rubik cubing 
and have participated at a district level competition. I am good at yoga and swimming. I love 
trekking and have gone to number of them. 
My life outside school is beautiful and daily teaches me something new. Spending time and 
teaching orphans is a great experience and relaxing to internal soul. Writing poems in free 
time is another passion and it is very exciting to receive encouraging comments on the blog. 
 
Hope my short description touches your internally and hope you elect me  for this role of 
Topaz House Vice Captain. 



 
 

 
Name: Tanuj Nigam 

Class:  IX D 

Position Applied: Topaz House Vice Captain 

 

Description  
 
I am very excited to have this opportunity to be nominated for the post of Topaz House Vice-
Captain and I am really excited to do a lot of things for my schoolmates. 
I think I am suitable for this post because I am a very good listener, have problem solving skills, 
communicating skills and sportsman spirit. 
I have various hobbies such as playing guitar, reading, and swimming. I am also very good at sports. 
When it comes to cars, I'm a big lover of different automated cars and love to read automobile 
magazines. My favorite subjects are physics and math. 
I like to travel and see nature, as it teaches us lots of things.  
This was a brief description about me. Looking forward for great start after being elected for this 
post of Topaz House Vice Captain. 
 
 
 
 
 



Name: Aritra Chakrabarti 

Class: IX E 

Post: Topaz House Vice Captain 
 
 
 
“Knowing oneself in depth is the first stepping stone to success”. 
 
I am Aritra Chakrabarti studying in class IX E. Interestingly the meaning of my name 
suggests “The one who befriends his enemies” and another meaning of my name is “The 
one who shows the right path.” It is not just the meaning of my name it is also one of my 
characteristics. 
 
I don’t make enemies and I am against violence. I am a very positive person with a great 
sense of responsibility. I treasure and believe in people’s uniqueness and specialty. I am 
assertive, kind and I am respectful to others.  
A good leader should always have respect for others and I believe that easiest way to win 
someone’s heart is through respect. The quality of a person’s life is directly proportional to 
their commitment of excellence and I believe that excellence can only be achieved through 
hard-work, dedication and sincerity. I believe our days will be happier if we share a piece 
of our heart rather than a piece of our mind. Helping people is the only way to bring the 
lost smile back on their face and that is the reason I am a very helpful person.  
I believe discipline may be a hard path to follow but the results are priceless and those 
priceless results help me to maintain discipline in myself and I am sure it will help you’ll to 
be disciplined and achieve success for our house. 
 
According to me, these qualities qualify me to be a perfect leader. 
 
“Leader is the one who knows the way, goes the way and shows the way”. 



 
 
Name-Aditi Suhas Bandal 

Grade- IX Section - C 

Post Applied For - Topaz House Assistant Discipline Prefect 

 
 
I have been studying at Amanora School for the past seven years and have created a lot of 
memories, not only with my friends but also with my teachers. Lots of changes have resembled 
within me as I moved from primary to secondary and to higher secondary classes. 
 
Moving to higher secondary classes is a great change as well as a challenge. We moved from 
pencil to pen and, it is an important shift towards more responsibilities in our work. 
 
We are considered grownups as we start understanding situations and also have open opinions 
towards them. This is the reason we are given the right to vote and select our representatives at 
the school level. 
 
But along with these changes, we should keep in mind discipline, behavior, and respect towards 
our teachers, friends and also towards the caretakers of our school. 
 
Well known Spider-Man phrase "With great power comes great responsibility." 
 Following discipline is our first duty not only in school but also in the community. 
 
"Discipline is the key to success ". It helps students forming a base for their careers to lead a 
successful life. 
 
I think I'm capable of this post as being a follower of discipline; I can guide the students to be 
disciplined and achieve their goals. 
 
So it'll be an honor to be elected as an Assistant Discipline Prefect of Topaz House. 
 



NAME :         SIDDHESH GAIKWAD 
 
CLASS :       IX F 
 
POST :           TOPAZ HOUSE VICE CAPTAIN 
 
 
 
 
It is my pleasure to introduce myself Siddhesh Gaikwad, standing for the post of Topaz house 

vice-captain. 
 
I am confident about being an able leader, better in all aspects. My qualities, like being 
responsible and cooperating with others has helped me become a part of the school volleyball 
team. I am glad to listen to your thoughts and will always be overwhelmed to listen to your 

ideas and suggestions. 
 
I will put forward and discuss your views and ideas with the other members of the student 

council and the school authorities and truy to bring in the required change. 
 
I am committed to improve the rank of my house. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 

 

Name: Tanishka Gandhi 

Grade: IX-B 
Post applied for: Safeguarding Vice Captain 

 

 

 

 

Greetings Amanorites!  

I, as mentioned, have applied for the post of Safeguarding Vice Captain. The 
reason being, I am a mental health enthusiast and have always been vocal 
about issues faced by students. To list the obvious; abuse affects the victim 
worse than many of us should be aware of and mental health disorders such 
as bipolar disorders, anxiety, depression etc. are only a few abuses away. To 
stop these activities I would like to propose a change in how we perceive 
such instances, however difficult it might be, if we would all stand up for 
ourselves and respect others’ space(like we would want ours to be 
respected) we would be in the best place. As Gandhi ji once said- ‘Be the 
change you want to see in the world.’ So let’s start here itself and spread 
positivity together. Remember, you can contact me if you face any sort of 
abuse because I understand how traumatising it can be.  
  
Furthermore, although abuse seems inevitable at first sight because of all the 
negativity in the world under current excruciating circumstances(to name a 
few; the pandemic, high anxiety rates, BLM etc.), it is possible to eradicate it 
with team effort.  
Moreover,I would be enlightened to be part of this team!  
Thank you.  

 

 
 
 

  



 
Name: Yog Chopade 
Grade: IX B 
Postion Applied for: Health And Safety Vice Captain 
 
Description 
 
Since childhood I like taking care of everyone. I am a very empathetic person and I am ready to 
help anyone and save them in any case. I love the smile on others face because of me.  
Health is just not physical state but also mental state, therefore I would love to involve myself and 
give my opinion and solution to the problems if any and try if possible to the make that person or 
stress free.  
I have a very broad perspective about life. I am a calm person and my way of seeing to any 
problem is like, ‘If there is a problem then it will definitely have a solution and if the problem does 
not have any solution then there is no need to think about it and leave it.’ 
 
Health and safety is not just the deep wounds on body which are curable but the deep wounds 
inside the heart which are not easily curable. If I get a chance to represent the school I would 
surely try to remove the bully factor. I would see if everyone is fit in respect to everything. 
 
Now in this phase of life many children are facing frustration problems and negative thoughts are 
pondering around them, therefore it will be my responsibility to contact with them and send 
them to the counsellor in our school this is also possible virtually. In present scenario mental 
health is more important than physical and after the school reopens I will make sure that the 
students in our school are fit and hygienic. 
 
I hope you will elect me by giving me your precious vote. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Name: Agam Kothari 

 
Grade: IX D 

Post Applied For: Safeguarding Vice Captain 
 
 
 
 
   DESCRIPTION 
 
 
I am passionate about my work. I am ambitious. I love what I do and I accept challenges and 
set goals for myself constantly. I am an organized and hardworking boy. I am always looking 
for an opportunity to be better and achieve greatness. I am always able to find what I need. I 
like to help people. I am skilful and creative and I have made lots of things from waste 
materials; this shows I am a very economical and environmentalist. 

 
I am good in cricket, and love to bat. I love adventures like trekking, rock climbing, 
paragliding and more. I have achieved blue belt in karate. I have got four certificates and 
medals in different karate competitions, I have also got certificates for abacus, running 
marathons and three certificates in skating. I participated in badminton and got a certificate 
for the same. 

 
I want to become a business man. I love reading books. My favourite author is Jeff Kinne, his 
books are based on real stories. My favourite player is M.S.Dhoni. I think he is the best player 
in the world. I have my best friends and my brothers who help me in difficult situations. 
During summer vacations I go for camps and learn new things. 

 
I am looking forward to take this new responsibility and I want to assure you all that I will do 
my best as a Safeguarding Vice-Captain. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Name: Tanishqa Shetkar  

 
Class: IX A 

 
 
Post: Health and Safety vice-Captain 

 
 
 

Description:  
 
I am health conscious. I am taking effective measures according to the current COVID 
situation i.e. wearing a mask while going out, washing hands every 1 hour and having a 
balanced diet etc. I am studying in Amanora School since prep1 and I have been with school 
of 11 years now. The teachers over here are very hardworking, kind and gentle. I appreciate 
their efforts; they treat us like we are their own children. All teachers are doing a fabulous 
job. My hobbies include studying, drawing, cycling, playing and talking to my friends. 

 
I have received many awards from school, some of the awards includes, BROWN belt in 
Karate, represented school in skating for many competitions and won many awards, 
consistently received ASE awards in the last 3 year. 

 
My school has taken many programs related to Health and Safety like there was a program 

held on how to protect yourself from strangers and how to have a balanced diet. In school, on 
each floor, there is a board sticker on the wall related to ‘STOP BULLYING’ and provided 
HSCP[ Health Safety and child protection] coordinator phone number to contact in case if we 
see any one bullying or anyone getting bullied. These programs are helpful to all students. 



Name : Samartha Anil Jarad            

Grade / Section : IX E 

Post : Health and Safety Vice Captain 

 

Description 

Last year I was Health and Safety Bus Captain and know the health and safety standards 

required for HSCP vice captain. I have had experience about the behavior of different students. 

I even know how to provide safety to them, I also know about how students like their captain’s 

behavior. I am aware about a captain’s opportunities and captain’s correct conduct.  I also 

encourage students for being well mannered and disciplined. I have made myself available with 

my best friends to help them face many challenges and help other classmates or schoolmates 

to face challenges. I am aware and strongly believe Health is Wealth and know how to maintain 

it. 

 So I find myself to be perfect for this post. 

 



 

 
 

Name: Priyank Garg 
Grade: IX B 
Post Applied for: Health and Safety Vice Captain 

 
 
Description  

 
 
Priyank Garg is an eminent student of Amanora School and has been studying in the school for 
the last 9 years. He has an inquisitive mind and he loves solving Sudoku, Physics and Chemistry 
questions. He is currently a content creator who is intrigued by MOSSAD and enjoys reading 
their past operations. Priyank has also represented his school at various sports at district level 
as well. He was also selected for the Pearson Quiz and Times NIE District Level Quiz. 
Aside from studies, he is an avid debater and an active member of the 
Pune MUN Circuit. He loves discussing the previous UNGA resolutions and specializes in UNGA 
Committees. Till date, he has been part of 18 + 
MUNS and has several titles under his name. In addition to this, He loves 
reading the UN Charter and its principles listed below. He has also served as an OC member for 
the maiden edition of Amanora E-Mun. 
When not MUNning, You will find him watching movies and web series. 
Furthermore, He aims to be a B-Tech Engineer from IIT or BITS and then to be an IFS Officer. 

 
 

In the sector of Health and Safety  
 
 
He is a very concerned student when it comes to the sector of Health and Safety. He has also 
debated and discussed the topic of Health and Safety of Students as well. He had also been a part 
of the US Senate in one of his MUN where he had discussed and debated on the Safety of 
Students in School and all previous Documents, Bills and Resolutions passed before
(For example- Gun Free School Act of 1994, School Safety Policies and Programs administered 
by the Federal Government). He has also visited various industries to observe the safety 
measures taken over there. 



 

 
Name: Shambhavi Singh 
 
Class: IX F 
 
Post Applied For: Health and Safety Vice captain 

 
 
Description  
I have excelled in all the fields of academics and co-circular activities. My passion is to sing 
for which I am taking a classical music course. I keep myself engaged by exercising, 
meditation and listing soft music to keep myself happy, calm and positive. I also love to 
dance and have participated in school 
functions and received awards as well. My biggest strength is that I can communicate with 
people very easily and am very flexible in hard conditions. Being a class monitor I always 
connect with our class friends and help them to achieve maximum of their potentials. I am 
also very disciplined person and follow the rules and regulation religiously which are 
published by Amanora school and guided by our teachers. Health and Hygiene is essential, 
especially during the outbreak of Corona Virus. 
Student should be instructed to give their equal time to both activities and studies. This will 
engage all of us to be mentally and physically fit. I think I am right candidate for the post 
because I will focus on my studies and Co-curricular activities in same time as we know both 
things are very important for overall development of the student for mind and body and 
therefore, I would guide all of my friends and students to follow the same method for their 
holistic development. 

 


